Structural Insulated Panels are at the core of Ultra-Comfort Hunting Blinds and Coolers. It’s what makes them the most advanced yet practical and truly unique hunting blind and cooler you can buy.

Two coated aluminum sheets enclose the continuous super-insulating foam panel giving full metal protection, not just outside, but inside as well. Three layers laminated together to make one impenetrable barrier to keep out the elements and animals. Whether it’s you inside your blind or your harvest inside your cooler, you will feel comfortable knowing everything is “just right”.

No wood to rot, no steel to rust! Your Ultra-Comfort Hunting Blind and Cooler will stand the test of time as well as the ravages of nature.

With our SIP technology, less is way more! Ultra-Comfort Hunting Blinds have three times the insulation value, are twice as strong, yet are only half the weight of the standard commercial hunting blinds. Their unbelievable low weight (only 190 lbs.) makes them inexpensive to ship, and in their preassembled state, easy to install, especially on an elevated platform.

UltraComfortBlinds.com (269) 277-9200

DO YOUR HOMEWORK AND COMPARE AGAINST OTHER BLINDS

- Made from Commercial SIP Panels
  Two coated aluminum sheets enclose the continuous super-insulating foam panel

- Half the Weight, Twice the Strength
  Simple to elevate, only 190 lbs

- 3 Times the Insulation Value
  Stay warm when it’s cold and cool when it’s hot

- Aluminum Skin Inside & Out - No Wood
  Won’t rust or rot, CRITTER PROOF, will last a lifetime

- No Condensation Inside Blind
  Complete thermal break unlike fiberglass and plastic blinds

- Large Low-Profile Windows with Silent Operation
  Open only slightly if desired - No noise to spook game

- Overhang Around Entire Roof Perimeter
  No water from roof running on walls or windows

- High Ceiling Over Entire Floor Plan
  At 8’ 8” tall - no claustrophobic feeling

- Sound Control Without Gimmicks
  No carpeting or eggshell foam on walls for insects to nest

- All Stainless Steel Painted Fasteners
  For a lifetime of worry free maintenance

- Coated with Cool Pigment Technology
  Keeps outside surface cool to the touch

- Easy to Install in Hard-to-Reach Hunting Sites
  No heavy equipment needed

- Designed to be Installed on Existing Platform
  Heavy-duty platform corners available

- Inexpensive to Ship and Easy to Assemble
  Components are shipped preassembled in a box for fast and easy assembly (approximately 1 hour)

Ultra-Comfort Hunting Blinds and Coolers
155 McCollum Road
Galesburg, MI 49053
UltraComfortBlinds.com (269) 277-9200

Our Hunting Blind is the Most Practical, Lightest, Comfortable, Critter-Proof, Insulated, Durable Blind on the Market.

Our Cooler is the Most Practical and Affordable Way to Safely Store and Age Your Harvest.

UltraComfortBlinds.com (269) 277-9200
Choose High or Low Window Configuration

For elevated hunting blinds, install the corner panels rotated so the vertical bow window openings are lower to the floor allowing for a downward angle of attack. Hunting blinds on the ground will benefit from installing the vertical bow window panels rotated so the windows and angle of attack are higher.

- Vertical bow windows can be installed in all panels (except door)
- Larger blinds available - call for info

Introducing Ultra-Comfort Coolers

We have recently launched a new product - Ultra-Comfort Coolers! Finally, an affordable way to safely store and age your harvest.

- Cools down to approximately 39° in 20 minutes
- Made from commercial SIP panels - two coated aluminum sheets enclose the continuous super-insulating foam panel
- Hunt when you want - without the worry of waiting for processing or losing your harvest to fly larvae contamination
- Comes complete with all cooling components
- Don’t panic - no ice needed
- Aged meat is more tender meat
- Greater air circulation for more precise aging
- Hangs up to 5 deer or 1000 pounds of meat
- 5 stainless steel meat hooks
- Includes exterior thermometer to check interior temperature
- Requires only 110 volts and pulls only 5.9 amps, so it can run on a small generator (not included)
- Includes floor drain for easy sanitary clean up
- Components are shipped preassembled in a box for fast and easy assembly (approximately 2 hours)
- Measures 48”W x 45”D x 90”H
- Weighs approximately 250 lbs
- Hauls with ease in your pickup (no additional trailer necessary)
- Multiple uses after deer season

Made In Michigan
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